MELROSE PARK OSHC BLOG
Term 2 Week 7

DEAR PARENTS

OUR WEEK AT OSHC
Tuesday morning the children created using scratch art which has been a very popular activity with both the
girls and boys. They were offered space and under the sea shaped scratch art and created squiggly patterns,
zig zags and gave the scratch art astronauts faces. Many of the children have asked for their artwork to be
displayed as they are proud of their efforts.
That afternoon the group joined coach Will for hockey! Coach Will lead the children in skill-based games that
involved balls skills, agility and speed!
Wednesday morning the children asked to play with the playdough! The created a variety of playdough items
such as snowman, dumplings, penguins and a shark. The children manipulated the dough with their hands to
form shapes and construct using their imaginations.
Fluro paints were used in the afternoon on black and white paper as the children experimented with the
different effects of the paints on different coloured paper. The children love letting their imaginations run
loose as they paint everything from flying cows to underwater monsters!

Thursday the group used water paints and crayons to create their pictures. The children enjoyed the freedom
to create whatever they desired and some of the children painted several paintings as they wanted to try out
different techniques. The morning was so warm the children held a game of hand ball on the courts.
That afternoon the children cooked savory muffins. The children helped to mash potatoes, chop up broccoli,
crack eggs into a bowl and mix the ingredients together. Each child sprinkled cheese onto their muffin and they
were put into the oven for twenty minutes. The children agreed the muffins were delicious with only a couple
of children picking out the broccoli.

Friday morning the group used beading boards to create patterns and create unique and wonderful designs!
The beads are then ironed which melts them together to hold their shape. The group also enjoyed exploring
the crystals and stones and choosing their favorites!
That afternoon the group played outside with the new outdoor toys! The group enjoyed throwing the soft
frisbees as high and as far as possible. The children used their imaginations in the sandpit whilst cooking each
other meals, having chef competitions and making birthday cakes using the new sand pit toys as props. The
children paired up to play hand ball using the new super bouncy balls, this aids children to continue developing
their hand eye coordination.
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